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About This Game

Interesting flip, crazy shooting, shooting, shooting, destroy all obstacles, go forward bravely, get the highest score.
This is a flight shooting game, novel operation, interesting game performance Challenge your reaction speed and control the

bullet rhythm while responding quickly. There are different planes in the game that can be purchased and unlocked.
The more advanced the number of aircraft bullets, the more pleasant it is to experience shooting. During the game, the number

of bullets can be supplemented by picking up bullets.
There is nothing to stop you in this world. Drive your plane forward, break through all the shackles and lead to the endless

world.

Features:

- Simple and highly addictive

-Perfect for all ages

-Gameplay easy to understand
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southwest hole in plane 2018. southwest plane hole in window. hole in southwest plane. plane hole news. bleed hole airplane.
face in hole plane. united flight hole in plane. plane with hole in it. hole in plane unity. hole in qantas plane. airplane windows
hole. plane with hole in side. plane wormhole. hole in a plane unity. plane hell hole. southwest plane hole in roof. plane window
hole. plane sinkhole. plane gets hole. hole in plane hawaii. hole in the plane window. plane hole punch. plane large hole. plane
crash hole. hole in plane from bird. plane finder full version apk. tiny hole airplane window. hole in a plane window. hole in the
plane. plane crash in jackson hole wyoming. plane with hole. flight hole in plane. plane shaped hole punch. hole in plane
southwest airlines. plane shaped hole. plane back hole. plane explosion hole. qantas flight hole in plane. hole in plane flying
video. hole in plane blender. plane in black hole. plane hole pressure. hawaii flight hole in plane. southwest hole in plane 2011.
plane hole saw. plane mirror hole. plane accident hole. plane hole in side. southwest flight hole in plane. plane hole in fuselage.
plane lands with hole in side. plane and hole. plane jackson hole airport. plane with hole lands safely

WTF?? i watch picture. 1100hp+ then i use my money on this and get a car with 600hk. What is this. its a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing scam you know that right??. Got this while it was on sale, Definitely worth it then because i
already had scorched earth and extinction was not on sale, Still worth it now only if you don't have any of the maps. YOU
NEED TO FIX THIS GAME. THIS IS NOT EVE OF DESTRUCTION OR A REDUX. IT IS ABANDONWARE.. Another
mobile port brought to steam.
Flashout 2 feels like a free-to-play game, and not a particularly fair one at that.. Jumped out the window of the office building,
ran across rooftop, and ran into a bomb. Well, at least we won't have to worry about TPS reports once the invasion is complete...

Absolute fun.. Its cheap, its simple, and it's fun.
Recommended!
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The game has many good ideas but its still stuck in its infancy.

Pro:
+ cool style
+ 3 funny modes
+ cool electronic music

Cons:
- lines dont vanish sometimes
- time doesnt reset in speed trial
- sometimes new blocks dont come
- then this happend:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=730507571

Even though there arent that many bugs its still lessening the experience of the game.

I would recommend to wait till the game is finish or a few of these bugs are patched.
But over all its worth buying and a funny game. This is a quality side scroller. The action is good, the control scheme is good,
and the graphics look nice. There is nothing super special about it, but if you are a fan of these types of games, this is worth the
10 bucks.. I didn't have any information about the game when I started playing.

I knew from the start up that it's going to be a small game, but for what recources the creators of this game had it is a pretty goot
game.
When I noticed you attack and shield with "kinda" motion controls I first thought: "Oh I'm so gonna rage about the controls in
this." but it actually turned out that the motion controls were really well made! (Well ok there was one or 2 times the attacks
didn't go were I wanted them to but it wasn't much of a deal.

Basically it's a small and short game that got executed pretty well.
Definitley worth picking up when you search for a small good game.. I like cats. --- Alien themed puzzle solving platformer
with shooting mechanics. ---

DESCRIPTION
This game is overly bad. Not inherently bad, since it have some cool ideas and concepts, but definitely done way too quick. I
can't recommend a game like this because, for me at least, it quickly became boring, repetitive and difficult (in the bad way, the
one that makes you feel the game is unfair). In the other hand, with very little tweaks here and there, I think the game could
improve MASSIVELY, specially by polishing the character control. I don't know if the developers will update the game in the
future, but if they do, I'll probably have to change my recommendation.

Be careful IF YOU HAVE MOTION SICKNESS because this game will most surely trigger it!
_________________________________________________

BAD STUFF
Weird mouse input lag, probably caused by V-Sync?
Continuous strong camera shake when firing. (they have a slider now, thank god)
Bad movement control and feeling.
Not relevant sprites drawn in front of main character.
Weird main character collision box.
The checkpoint spiraling sprite is the most seen and the less prety.
No minimap or way to know where to go or where have you been.
Hard to differentiate enemies with the background.
Enrage mode is not achievable outside bossfights, at least in low levels.
Gravity is extremely high for a platformer, it makes very difficult to control the character when falling.
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BAD STUFF: LEVEL 1
I found the secondary shooting mode by chance, didn't even see it.
Door that regenerates self is not explained, you have to figure out how to break it.
Nearly imposible jumps whitout hurting yourself, not a good jump to make in the first level.
There are weird purple and red circles around that appear to do nothing.
The first boss doesn't give you a wide enough timeframe to be able to evade his attacks, specially when camera shake doesn't
even let you focus your eyes on it.

BAD STUFF: LEVEL 2
Now the controlled missile mechanic is getting old and difficult at the same time.
Enemies can get stuck just under the floor tile you are standing on and quickly hit you when peeking.
A turret hit me just as a puzzle locked door was opening, not even a second given to evade the hit.
A turret hit me before even appearing on the screen.
The spring system apply the upward force waaaaaay to quick.
There is a zone where it seems you can't go further because an impossible jump. Turns out that there are green buttons (which
until now means they are OK) that when shoot turn red again, and place floor tiles to make the jump. 100% intuitive!

(Writting date until this point: 3 Aug 2018)

BAD SUFF: LEVEL 3
Once you have dealt with this game controls for 2 hours or more, it starts to look like it might be playeable.
This level have some weird missile puzzle that are actually not that difficult to do, but hard to spot and understand.Sometimes,
you have to take your time and scratch your head until you realize what you have todo. Others, the buttons you have to hit are
just waaaay out of your normal sight, so you are gonna spend some time looking for them.

BAD STUFF: LEVEL 4
I got the enrage mode out of a boss fight!
There is a puzzle where the clue is written with the same material as the floor. I don't know if people will see it, but I just shoot
the buttons until it opened (took me 20 seconds) and then realize the solution was just below me.
The boss is cool! There are some mobs that spawn weirdly because they are been spawned out of the screen, so they fall when
you jump... and there is a non explained "rule" in fase 3 which consist in climbing to the side platforms when the boss is
attacking with the laser because it is the only way of dodge it.aaaaaaa

BAD STUFF: LEVEL 5
The level layout is bonkers. You kinda can find your way around by following the cables but let me tell you something, there are
LOTS of cables and aaaaaall of them >yellow<. Please, use different colors, it's not that hard :c
Also, there is a black hole behind a box, close to a turret. If you dont figure it out quickly, Mr.Turret is gonna kill you because
his bullets are not affected by it, but yours do.
I just figured out turrets can AND WILL shoot you through regenerative doors.

(Writting date until this point: 5 Aug 2018)

BAD STUFF: LEVEL 6
The level is splited in two zones, right and left. I have been wandering the right part over and over, for more or less 40 minutes
and I am unable to reach the other half of the leve. I have followed the wires, the walls, I have reloaded the level and the game,
etc...
I think I have had enough of this game for now, so I'm gonna wait for some month and see if they fix it.

(Writting date until this point: 6 Aug 2018)

_________________________________________________

GOOD STUFF
Enrage mode is cool.
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I found what looks like a secret zone and rescued a marine.
There are abundant lives spaced around.
_________________________________________________. Really good ARPG game. I had fun! The AI makes playing with
few people even better!. Saw this game a while back and thought it looked too weird for me. How wrong I was, this gem of a
roguelike is easy to get into but hard to master. Lots of variety in mechanics and environments to keep you going and constantly
updated to keep things fresh. Also has lots of other modes that change the geometry and even one that lets you play a 4-player
co-op shoot-'em-up.

All in all, a good value, spectacular roguelike.. Seems to have promise. But the sluggish controls and overall pace make it nearly
unplayable for me. If you can stand to move slowly, and are a more patient person than I, then you might get something out of
it.. This is the most disgusting thing I have ever seen in my life
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